[Presentation of a survey scale for neuro-rehabilitation--with a general discussion of current rehabilitation scales].
Presented is a newly developed rehabilitation survey scale for the field of neuro-rehabilitation, in which levels of functioning relative to ten specific and four global functions are documented at set intervalls by means of a five-grade rating scale. Additionally, numerous symptoms or associated phenomena are recorded ungraded. Used in the clinical setting, this scale affords a quick overview of the rehabilitation profile, with relatively little time and effort being required. Scientific evaluation may uncover information on the impact the disorders of specific functions have on global functions, which is relevant primarily in the social context. Also, the scale may be applied in the framework of larger-scale comparative studies. Dealt with in an extensive discussion, our newly presented scale may be accorded a number of advantages over currently used scales, which warrant its introduction. It is the outcome of many years of developmental work and pertaining reliability verifications.